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URBAN
VISUAL LITERACY



LINGUISTIC LITERACY 
(primary grammar, taught in school)1)

You’ve 
got new 
mail”

“



VISUAL LITERACY 
(secondary grammar, taught in everyday life)2)



URBAN LINGUISTIC LITERACY 1)



URBAN VISUAL LITERACY 2)



EFFECT OF PICTURES IS OFTEN  
GREATER THAN THE EFFECT
OF WORDS



PICTURES ARE BETTER 
AT TEACHING PRACTICAL
KNOWLEDGE (skills)



EVERY ATTEMPT OF CREATING OR 
USING VISUAL LANGUAGE WILL 
GIVE SUPPORT TO INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPEMENTS GENERALLY



> information design



PRE-HISTORIC ROOTES



ISOTYPE 
International System of Typographic 
Picture Education

Otto Neurath, 20’s to 40’s, Austria



+ =
sailing

man sailor









METO JIHLAVA (city Jihlava)

mesto (city)

jí (eating)

hlava (head)

mesto + jí - ´ + hlava (city + eating - ´ + head)

BABYLON

báby (old women)

loď (ship, boat)

báby + loď - ď + n (old women + ship - ď + n)





INFORMATION GRAPHICS 
as part of information design

information graphics used in video/music clips
The Longcut “A Tried And Tested Man”
Royksopp “Remind Me”
Areva commercial
Machine Molle machinemolle.com



information graphics used in public transport
Bratislava’s scheme of public transport
DAY BUSES

PUBLIC TRANSPORT MAPS 
as part of information design





information graphics used in public transport
Bratislava’s scheme of public transport
NIGHT BUSES

PUBLIC TRANSPORT MAPS 
as part of information design





> shape usage
different shapes and their meaning 
in information design



SQUARE 

bounds the area
(closed area creates safe feeling)

in convencional usage:
neutral information





TRIANGLE

holds the area
(tight grip is connected with danger)

in convencional usage:
attention





CIRCLE

focuses on the area
(aiming sight at the central point)

in convencional usage:
command, instruction





meaning:
directs movement 

usage:
indicators, exit roads, traffic lights, ...

ARROWS



meaning:
shows direction to coordinate system 

usage:
graphs, monitors, computers, scanners, ...



meaning:
flow of material 

usage:
direction of liquids, materials, ...



meaning:
moving back and front



continuous movement

interrupted movement

limited movement

repetitive movement

movement with a stop

sorted according to kind of movement:



normal

increased

slow

sorted according to speed value:



RESTRICTION 

works stronger if situated from bottom left to up right

one cross means general restriction

two crosses mean total restriction



> colour usage
usage of various colours in information design



ANALOGICAL 
(reflects reality)

green stands for lowland (=grass)

yellow stands for hills (=ground)

blue stands for rivers and lakes (=water)

1)

brown stands for peaks (=wet ground)



CONVENTIONAL 
(socially agreed, classifies general colour 
schemes to various contents)

2)

green GO

orange PREPARE

red STOP



WHITE = neutral

meaning for human being:
announcement, universal information

in conventional usage:
NEUTRAL FIGURES, SIGNS AND STRUCTURES 
ON DARK SURFACE



GREEN = nature

meaning for human being:
life and safeness

in conventional usage:
ANNOUNCING SAFETY



YELLOW = sun

meaning for human being:
energy, activity

in conventional usage:
WARNING



BLUE = water, ice

meaning for human being:
coldness

in conventional usage:
COMMAND, INSTRUCTION



RED = fire, blood

meaning for human being:
danger

in conventional usage:
RESTRICTION, PROHIBITION



GRAY = fog, ash, fragmentation, dust

meaning for human being:
vanishing

in conventional usage:
CANCELLATION OF INFORMATION



BLACK = dark

meaning for human being:
darkness, contrast, heaviness

in conventional usage:
CONTRAST FIGURES, SIGNS AND STRUCTURES 
ON LIGHT SURFACE



OTHER THAN CONVENTIONAL COLOUR USAGE
IN INFORMATION DESIGN MAY CAUSE

- LESS FUNCIONALITY

- MISLEADING



NEGATIVE COLOUR VERSION WORKS BETTER



> some rules
how to be informative instead of confusing



PICTURE SHOULD 

at 1st shows the most important points

at 2nd shows the less important points

at 3rd shows the details

at 4th shows nothing more

otherwise it is a bad teaching-picture



LEGIBILITY 
be able to read immediately



GENERALITY 
symbol with no cultural reference



DIRECTION 
universal direction of symbol
(be able to use symbol regardless of position)



SIMPLICITY 
reduce the icon into symbol



BE SYMBOLIC 
better not to always follow the reality



NO TEXT 
include as less text as possible 
(however, brand new signs are 
introduced with short explanatory text
at the beginning of their usage)



BE STRAIGHT 
be consistent in form and content



> other ways
how to be informative and original



BE WITTY 
you can try to use fun motifs



=

=

=

=

=







icon-language.com

to read, book

children

cook

school

children’s book cookery book

cookery book



BE PLAYFUL 
you can also break the common









HOW TO BE CONSISTENT 
by having clear construction system
you can create very consistent system



> examples
of different attempts to one symbol
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assembled by

used books

used websites


